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THE EEEU?OIWESNCE OF SEVERAL COMBUSTION CEK?f13ERS DESIGNED
FOR AIRCRAFT OIL ENGINES

By TILLIAX F. JOACHE and 12ARLTOXICWPER

SUMMARY

flweral investigations Lace been made on single-cylinder ted engines at the Langley .Wnorial
Aeronautical Laboratory of the Nationul Adrisory (70mmittee for Aeronautics to determine the
performance characteristics of four types of combustion thumb-s designed for aircraft oil engines.
Two of the combustion chambers studied were bulb-type precombustion chambers=, the connecting
orifice of one Laving been designed to produce high turbulence by ~angential air @w in both the
precombudion Aamber and the ylinder. The otiilr two were integral combustion chambers, one
being donw-shaped and the othr pent-roof shaped. The injection sysiems used included earn anti!
eccentric dricen fuel pumps, and diaphragm and spring-loaded f uel-injection oalces. A diaphragrn-
type maximum cylinder pressure indicator was used in part of these in.ve&igaiions with which the
cylinder pressures were controlled to dejinite values. The performance of the engines when equipped
m“th each of the comkfiion chambers is discussed. The data presented show the performance for
speeds from 600 to i ,800 R. P. H.

The results obtained indica~e that aircrafi-type oil engines with suitably desi_gned combustion
chambers and fud-injection systems may be operated at speeds around 1,8(20 l?. P. X. wi~hout
encountering exces~iae explosion pressures. At a speed of 1,600 R. >. M. and with a fuel quant(ty
giving 15 per ceni excess air in the cylinder, a maximum 1. M E. P. of 119 pounds per square
inch wag o~tained m“th a fuel consumption of 0..+3 pound per 1. HP. per hour. The maximum
cylinder pressure was 7.JOpoukk per square inch. A minimum fuel comsumpiion of 0.26 pound
per I. HP. per hour at an. I. M E. P. of 62 pounds per .squa~e inch and 1,600 E. P. M was
06tained with a cylinder head having a iiulb-type precombustiorb chamber. The mazimum cylinder
pressure was 560 pounds per square inch.

It is concluded that an increase in the spetij$c power output of tfie high-speed aircrafi oil engine
depends upon the ab?7ity to obtain higher mean e~ectire pressures andan. improvement in the mechanic-
al .@eiency of the engine. The best performance for the tests reported was obtained with a bulb-type
cordustion chamber designed ~o give a high degree of bmhdence u.dhin the bulb and cylinder.

INTRODUCTION

The design of combustion chambers to meet the fundamental requirements of high-speed,
fuel-injection engines is a part of the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics research
program for the development of the aircraft oil en=tie.

The essential requirements to be met, in the design of combustion chambers for high-speed
oil emgines are, first., the fuel spray must be completely distributed throughout the combustion
chamber; second, the degree of cyJinder air turbulence must be sufficient to produce complete
burning of the fuel in the short time available; and, third, the ignition and combustion of the
fuel must take place early enough in the power stroke to give higgh mean effective pressures
without excessive explosion pressures. (References 1 and 2.) Since No~ember, 1924, reliabIe
data have been obtained as to the behavior of fue~ sprays m-heninjected into gases under pressure.
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The National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, in its investigation of oil sprays for fuel-
injection engines, has recorded the start, development, and cut-off of sprays by means of bigh-
speed moving pictures. (References 2,3, and 4.) The data obtained from the several researches
conducted thus far enable the combustion chamber to be more efficiently designed to fit the
fuel spray selected.

Other requirements for fuel-injection engine com-bustion chambers me the same as those
for any type of engine. Thus, the combustion chamber must be strong enough to withstand
the explosion pressures. It shodd also give a uniform dissipation of heat and prevent large
temperature differences which may lead to cracking of the cylinder head. Particular attention
should be given to the location of the inlet val-ve to pro~-ide an unobstructed flow of air into the
engine cylinder.

If the oil-injection engine is to compete with present-day carlmreto~ engines for aircraft,
it is necessary that the weight per brake horsepower be reduced to approximately 3 pounds.
This reduction in weight may be brought about by increasing the speed of the oil engine from
the relatively slow speeds of around 300 R. P. M. to a:speed of 1,800 R. P. M. The att~iument
of this engine speed, if good combustion and fuel economy with low maximum cylinder pressures
are to be main~ainedj is complicated, however, by the problems of fuel injection, the degree of
atomization, spray velocity, turbulence, and the short time available for vaporization and
ignition of the fuel. For a four-stroke cycle engine running at 1,800 R. P. M. and having an
injection hter.va~ of 30°, the corresponding injection time is approximately 0.003 second. The
lag of autoignition, as determined for siow and medium speed engines, depends upon the com-
pression ratio, the combustion chamber, and the fuel-.bjection system. An average value nmy
be taken as approximately 0.020 second. If the performance of the fuel-injection engine is
to be increased at high engine speeds without excessive cylinder pressures, it is necessmy that
the time lag of autoignition of the fuel be decreased or the entire fuel charge may be injected
into the cylinder before ignition occ-urs. Under these conditions combustion will take place at
practically constant volume, with resulting explosion pressures which may exceed 1,600 pounds
per square inch.

In order to avoid these excessive explosion pressures, many engine designers use a pre-
combustion chamber in which the small volume of air permits only partial combustion of the
fuel charge, further combustion of the fuel taking place in the cylinder proper. The connecting
orifice between the two chambers is usually designed to meter the products of the partial com-
bustion in the precombustion chamber to obtain practically constant pressure combustion in the
cylinder.

The use of the connecting orifice between the bulb and the cylinder results, at higher engine
speeds, in the foHowing losses: First, a friction or pumping loss due to forcing the gases through
the orifice at high velocity; second, a 10SSin pressure on the piston caused by the lag of the gas
pressure; and third, an increase in the heat loss to the jacket water due to the scrubbing action of
the gases, These losses may be more than compensated for by the increase in combustion
efficiency obtained by the higher degree of turbulenc~ produced by the orifice.

DESCRIPTION OF APPARATUS

TEST ENGINES

The performance of a given design of combustion chamber is determined at the Langley
Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory by tests made with single-cylinder test engines having a 5-inch
bore and a 7-inch stroke. (References 5 and 6.) Thg engines are coup~ed LO50-75 horsepower
electric cradle-type dynamometers. The cylinder heads are bolted to special steel cylinders
which are bolted to the engine cradicase. Standard aircraft engine valves, pistons, and con-
necting rods are used. Arrangements are provided to maintain fuel, oil, and water temperatures
at constant values. For the tests reported the water-outlet temperature and oil temperature
were maintained, respectively, at 1400 and 120° F. A general view of the single-cylinder Liberty
test engine is shown in Figure 1.
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FIG.l.—Ar1au?emeDiofL1%ertYtyw test engineand apparatus

LVJECTIOX SYS’FE3f

TIIe fuel-injection systems for the tests reported on cylinder heads designated as Nos. 1 and
3 comprised a prima~ gear pump supplying oil ah 90 pounds per square inch pressure to a cam-
actuated impact-type injection pump, and an automatic fueI-injection mdve. (Reference 6.)
The opening pressure and design of the fueI-inj ection =raIve control the pressure a.t which the fueI
is delivered by the injection pump. The type of injection valve determines the necessary
opening pressure for maximum efhiency. FOEthe investigation of cyhnder head No. 3 a spring-
Ioaded injection -raI_rewas used having a static opening pressure of 6,000 pounds per square inch.
The design of this injection mdve limits the maximum ‘injection pressure to appro.ximafiely 6,000
pounds per square inch.

CYLIXOER HEAD KO. 1

The first combustion chamber desi=med for fuel-injection work is shown in Figure 2. The
design was recommended for test becmse of its simple construction and uniform shape. Due to
the Liberty t~e of valve mechanism used with this cylinder head it was impossib~e to Iocate
a fuel valve centrally in the combustion chamber. The fuel-injection valve used with this
combustion chamber was spring-loaded and fittted -with an impach surface for producibg a flat,
fan-shaped spray. The fuel was injected from a point near the periphery of the combustion
chamber. This cylinder head was tested with a standard Navy type Liberty piston and a
compression ratio of 12.7.

CYLEWDEE HE.AD?iO. 2

F@e 4 &owS fibe out~e of the fifi type of combustion chamber used having a bulb-

type precombustion chamber. The connecting orifice betsveen the bdb and cylinder was
I inch in diameter. This cylinder head was fitted with a standard Army type Liberty
piston arranged to gi-re a compression ratio of 9.9. The” fueI system comprised an automatic
diaphra=a-type fueI-injection valve and an eccentricdriven fueI injection pump.
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Fm.3.-Fue1-iBjeetionperformanea, Libertj- test engine. Combustion
eimmberNo. l,hwingdirectedf iowofinletair. Maximumesp]osion
pressure803poundsgauge,1,530R. P. M.
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FIG.6.—CombustfonchamberofUnirersdtestengine
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FIG. 5.—Effectof load on engineperformance. Fuel-injectionPer-

forme.rm,cylinder head h’o.2. OriEee,1 inch; engine, S. C.-L.
FIG.7.—FueI-fmjectionperformance,‘Gnirersd test engine

T. E.; czxnpressionratio, 9.9; operating temperature, standard

CYLINiER HEAD Ol? UIWVERSALTEST ENGINE

The type of combustion chamber show-n ti Figure 6 was desigged for carburetor work on
the N. A. C. A. Universal test engiue. (Reference 5.) The cylinder head was tes~ed usiug a
dizphra=gn-type fuel-injection valve and an eccentiric-driven fuel injection pump. The piston
used was m Army type Liberty piston. The compression ratio of this engine was adjusted for
the tests reported at 10.2.

g~~g~—28—.33
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CYLINDERfIE.ADxO. 3

The combustion chamber illustrated in Figures 8 and
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9 was desi.qed to give a high denee--
of turbulence within the pear-shaped bulb on-the compression strok~ and within the cylinder
on the expansion stroke. This has been obtained by locating the ++nch orilke to produce
tangential air flow in both the bulb and cylinder. The ratio of the volume of air in the bulb
to the volume of air in the cylinder is approximately one when the piston is on top center.

In order to determine the effects of variations in the degree of cyIinder air turbulence on
engine performance, provision was made in the design for progressively aRering the orifice.
The cylinder head has been tested with a +inch sharp-edge orifice, with the orifice edges
rounded, and the orifice flared to discharge the burning gases from the bulb tangentially over
one-half bhe piston area. The compression ratio used for the tests reported was 13.5 to 1,
which gave a compression pressure of 450 pounds per square inch ab 1,000 R. P. Il.

PERFOIUWN/CE XIE.MURERIEWW
FUEL

The fueI used in these tests was a commercial grade of DieseI-e@ne fuel oil having a
~~ybolt viscosity of 41 seconds and a specfic gravity of 0.85 at 80° F.

ENGINE POWflR

The engine power -was detetied by means of torque scales graduated to read in 0.2 pound
intervak and a rna=~etically operated stop watch and counter.

The fueI consumption ~as determined by timing the flow of 200 cubic centimeters of fueI
with a stop watch. The quanti~y of fueI delivered per cycIe by the injection pump for” any
given pump adjustment -was determined from the total number of engine cycles passed through
during the consumption of the 200 cubic centimeters of fueI.

?J.&X13fUM CYLINDER PRESSLiRES

k’faximum cylinder pressures have been determined by a gas balanced-valve type pressure
indicator. This has been replaced, however, by a diaphragm-type indicator vrhich is operated
by the pressure of the gases within the engine cylinder. The pressure of the cylinder gases,
trapped above the diaphragm, is indicated by a calibrated pressure gauge. Since the weight of
the moving eIement of the indicator is 0.00044 pound, the exposed area 0-0767 square inch, the
maximum Lift 0.002 inch, and the seat width 0.005 inch, the error in the pressures recorded is
probabIy smaH. Engine tests have shown that it is unnecessary to provide means for cooling
the diaphragm of this type of maximum cylinder pressure indicator.

ENGINE PERFORXf~NCE AND DW.XJSS1ON
CYLfNDER HE.ADKO. 1

The performance of cylinder head hTo. 1 -was an improvement over thai obtained with a
standard Liberty aircraft e@ne cyIinder and a special piston. (Reference 7.) The operation
of the engine was smoother and no trouble was experienced with cracking of the standard aircraft
aluminum pistons.

An improvement in combustion was obtained by directing the flow of the idet air through
the idet -raIve to produce a definite kind of air flow -w~thin the cyIinder. (Reference 8.) The
:ur-res of Figure 3 give the performance of this combustion chamber with and -without directed
air flow. ltt may be noted that in these tests the I. L1. E. P. was increased from 82.0 to 96.0
pounds per square inch, with a corresponding decrease in the fuel consumption from 0.60 to 0.51
pound per I. HP. per hour. This increase in performance, obtained by directing the flow of the
inlet air toward the fuel-injection vaIve, was thought to be caused by the better removal of the
products of combustion surrounding the fueI -ralve. The fueI, therefore, was injected into a
charge of relatively pure air, which impro~ed the combustion.

CYfJNiER HEAD 240.2

The performance of cyIinder head IYo. 2 for various Ioads and for speeds of 1,’200 and 1,S00
R. P. S1. is shown in Figure 5. The B. M- E. P. at fuII load and 1,800 R. P. xl. is 71.0 pounds
per square inch. The full-load fuel quantity is considered as the fuel weighb per cycle giving 15
per cent excess air. The corresponding 1. Xi. E. P. is 106-0 pounds per square inch. This large
difference in mean effective pressure is caused by the low mechanical efficiency of this singIe-
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cylinder test engine. If amechanical effkiencyof 80 percent is ~ssumedas an averago value
for multiple-cylinder oil engines, the B. M. E. P. is increased to 84.8 pounds per square inch.
This same factor of mechanical efficiency is responsible for the high fuel consumptiori when
taken on a brake-horsepower basis. The linear portions of the 1, M. E. P. and B. M. E. P.
curves indicate that for fuel quantities less than 0.0002 pound per cycle combustion of the fuel
is practically complete. For fuel quantities greater than this, however, the curves tend to
flatten, which indicates that the fuel and air are not sufficiently well mixed to obtain efficient
combustion. Data for the curve of maximum explosion pressures were obtained with a gas
balanced-valve type of maximum explosion pressure indicator.

CYLINDER HEAD OF UNIVERSAL TEST ENGINE

The engine performance obtained with the Universal test engine for variable fuel quantity
and speeds of 1,500 and 1,750 R. P. M. is shown in Figure 7. Due to the pent-roof type com-
bustion chamber, it was impossible to distribute the fuel completely with a centrally located
diaphragm-type injection valve. The results are of interest since they show the engine perform-
ance obtained with a design of combustion chamber unsuitable for fuel injection but with a
fuel valve and pump designed to give a high degree of fuel atomization. This engine, due to
its construction (Reference 5), has a higher mechanical efficiency than the Liberty test–engine~
which accounts, in part, for the higher B. M. E. P.

CYLINDER HEAD NO. 3

The curves in Figure 10 give the engine performance of cylinder head No. 3 with a sharp-
edge orifice for the range of speeds from 800 to 1,800 R. P=M. and for two-thirds and full load.

The maximum value of 117.0 pounds per square inch 1. M. E. P, is at 1,200 R. P. hf. and
full load. The fuel economy is 0.44 pound per T. HP. per hour. The corresponding B. hf.
E. P. values are 77.0 pounds per square inch and 0.65 pound per B. HP. per hour. If a mechan-
ical ef%ciency of 80 per cent is assumed, as shown by the curve “Multicylinder engine,’) Lhe
performance values on a brake basis are, respectively, 96.0 pounds per square inch B. M. E. P.
and 0.55 pound per B. HP. per hour. For two-thirds Ioad the indicated fuel consumption
curve has the average value, throughout the range of speeds, of 0.35 pound per I. HP. per hour.

The improvement in engine performance obtained by rounding the orifice edges is indi-
cated in the curves of Figure 11. It may be noted that the I. M. E. P. at full load, 3 x 10-4
pound per cycle, was increased approximately 4.5 per cent by this alteration to the orifice.
The maximum cylinder pressures as recorded with the diaphragm-type maximum cylinder
pressure indicator were maintained constanfi for both series of tests. At a fuel quantity of
3.5 x 10-* pound per cycle and zero per cent excess air, the maximum cylinder pressure was
755 pounds per square inch.

The engine performance coefficient, which is taken as the ratio

L M. E. P.
cyl. pressure x fuel consumption lb./I. H.P~/hr.,

has a maximum value of 49.0 at a fuel quantity of 1.5 X 10-A pound per cycle, which corresponds
to approximately 130 per cent excess air in the cylinder. As the fuel quantity is increased
above this va~ue the performance coefficient decreases rapid~y because of the decrease in the
combustion efficiency of the combustion chamber.

After the edges of the orifice had been rounded the orifice on the cylinder side was Qared
to discharge the gases from the bulb tangentially over one-half the piston area. The curves
in Figure 12 give the engine performances for this alteration to the orifice. The full-load
1. M. E. P. was increased to 119 pounds per square inch, and the corresponding B. M. E. P. to
76 pounds per square inch. The low value of the mechanical efficiency, 63.8 per cent, accounts
for the wide difference in values of the I. lM, E. P, and B. M. E. P. curves. The fuel consump-
tion, &alcerion an I. HP. basis, varies from 0.26 to 0..43 pound per HP. per hour for one-fourth
to full-load fuel quantities, respectively. Flaring the orifice has not appreciably increased the
maximum value of the performance coefficient over that shown in Figure 11, but the maximum
value now appears at two-thirds load instead of one-half load, the corresponding percentages
of excess air within the cylinder being approximately 72 and 132 per cent. This would indicate
that flaring the orifice permitted the fuel from the bulb to reach more of the air in the cylinder.
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The fuel consumption of 0.26 pound per I. HP. per hour at one-fomih load, one-fourth
the fuel weight per cycIe at fuld Ioad, is worthy of note for an engine speed of 1,600 R. P. M.

Figure 13 shows the variation of engine performance with the buIb-to-cylinder ordlce
flared as noted above for speeds from 600 to 1,800 R. P. M. and for a constant fuel quantity
of 2.5x 10-~ pounds per cycle, which is approximately 83 per cent of the full-load fuel charge.
The 1. M. E, P. throughout the entire range of speeds is approximately 110 pounds per square
inch and the fuel economy 0.39 pound per 1. HP. per hour. The curves of F. M. E. P.
(rnoto@g) plotted a-gainstispeed show the large difference between the indicated and brake
power of this en.tie. /40
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POSITION OF FUEL-VALVE &“OZZLE

The effect on engine performance of extending the fuel nozzle into the bulb for distances
of j~ inch and +$ inch has been determined for the fti range of fuel quantities per cycle and a
speed of 1,600 R: P. M’ The tests indicate that the flush or ~-inch extension gave somewhat
better performance than the %-inch extension. An examination of the carbon deposits on the
walk of the bulb after each engine test indicate that for the ffush and ~-inch extensions part
of the fuel was swept from the nozzIe and thrown against the walls of the bulb. The %-inch
extension gave a uniform coat of carbon over the entire surface of the bulb. The engine
performance data, however, showed thati these shor~ extensions did not result in any appreci-
able gain in combustion efficiency.
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CONCLUS1ONS .—
. .

Compmison of the data presented shows
that the precombustion chamber type cyl-
inder head, arranged to provide controlled,
high.ve]oc~tyair turb[l]ence as in cylinder

head No. 3, gave the best engine per-
formance. It is concluded that this type
of cylinder head gave the highest indi-
cated mean effective pressures and the
lowest fuel consumption per indicated
horsepower hour with tho lowest cylinder
pressures at all loads and speeds in these
~e~ts, beeau~e the most thorough mixing

of the fuel and air was obtained and
high cylinder pressures were prevented
by this cylinder head design.

Equal and wensuperiorengine perform-
ante have been obkained with inte=va]
combustion chamber type cylinder heads,
but the cylinder pressures were in excess
of those for the precombustion chamber
type cylinder head.

These tests indicate that improvement
in the performance of aircraft oil engines
depends primarily upon the complete
mixing of well-atomized fuel with the air

I

o 400 80CL f2az7 Am? 20UZ charge in precombustion chamber type
Speed R.P.M. cylinder heads and, in addition, upon the

FtG.13.—Effectofspeedonmghe wformmce. E@De, S. C. Liberty. CODI- prompt. ignition of the fuel in integral
Prwianratio,13.5; operatingtemperature,standa’d; enginepm’ts,stmdarfl;
fuel,Ib,jcyie, 2.50x10+ combustion chamber type cylinder heads.

LANGLEY MEMORTAL AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY,
NATIONAL .4DVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERO~AUTICS,

LANGLEY FIELD, VA., June $, 1,9%’7.
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